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New Tools to Fight Inflation

Central banks across the world have been struggling to adapt to inflationary issues — present since early 2021 — as 
the globe is dealt shortages in labor, raw materials, and finished goods, due to multiple local and international factors. 
For example, in the United States, energy prices have increased as a result of the global boycott of Russian
carbon-based energy1; cars and electronics increased in price as a result of semi-conductor shortages caused by 
shutdowns in Asian foundries and complications from the COVID-19 pandemic2; while housing prices
increased precipitously because of undersupply of built homes and generational transition3. In today’s day and age,
inflationary causes across modern economies are better known and, as such, remedies to price pressures need to be

Unfortunately, to fix and repair the myriad specific microeconomic issues causing price increases across different 
sectors, central banks have only one tool available to fight inflation: interest rates. As pictured below, central banks
increase interest rates to decrease aggregate demand and reduce price pressures, even if that means decreased
economic growth. As currently deployed, this obtuse tool works well when the causes of inflationary economies are 
recognized to be broad-based and macroeconomic in nature. However, when root-causes are recognized to be varied 
and specific, this instrument risks plunging otherwise vibrant and strong economies into a recessionary spiral4 .

Central banks currently do not have the toolbox to implement more precision in the transmission of monetary policy: 
their only available tool is blunt in nature. They also do not have the accuracy, precision, or even timeliness to address 
the many divergent needs of modern economies. What’s more, this solitary instrument has forced central banks to 
focus on just one of the two aspects of their dual mandate at a time: when inflation is high it must ignore employment 
at the detriment of economic growth and increase interest rates (which will inevitably decrease employment rates); 
while, in periods of high unemployment, price levels are ignored in order to stimulate growth5. Interest rate adjustment,  

We now live in a world where this constrained tool is no longer the only option available to central banks, thanks to the 
advent of CBDCs. Central banks can now possess a much more precise method of deployment that would allow them 
to help address specific issues within specific sectors in specific geographies. These instruments can and should be
integrated into economies, while protecting privacy rights, enhancing financial stability, and increasing cybersecurity. 
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accurate, precise, and timely in order to combat root-triggers of price increases.

as the solitary tool for central banks, is insufficient for their modern and evolving monetary policy needs.



How CBDCs could help fight inflationary pressures

Energy

A large source of inflation today within the United States comes from inflated energy costs7. Increased energy costs are 
primarily caused by three different situations: the first is the lack of natural gas supply caused by the Russian invasion 
of Ukraine8; the second is the relative infancy of green energy capacity to supplant fossil fuels9; and the third is the lack 
of refinery capacity to supplant the sudden decline of natural gas10. All three situations require increased investment to 
expand energy capacity in order to meet demand across the United States — and the world — for years to come. If 
investment is not increased, economies risk price increases becoming structural, with increases in interest rates
possibly exacerbating further price increases from energy11, due to the pass-through nature of energy into the greater 
consumer goods basket. Increased interest rates that slow investment in energy supply could, in effect, create a loop 
which increases prices everywhere. We are already seeing higher financing costs eating away at the planned global

CBDCs can help fight inflationary pressures within economies by introducing increased accuracy, precision, and speed 
to central bank monetary policy. As stated by Mohammad Davoodalhosseini of the Bank of Canada, “A CBDC can allow 
for different interest rates on different balances or on different types of accounts – such different rates for households 
than of businesses or for different sectors of the economy”6. In effect, CBDCs will give central banks the accuracy and 
precision they lack today when it comes to encouraging growth or slowing down economies. On top of this differing in 
interest rates, CBDCs will give central banks real-time information on how spending and prices are being affected within 
all sectors and geographies in the economy and allow central banks to integrate specific policies to help alleviate price 
pressures in those sectors in a timelier manner. Take the examples introduced earlier of energy, semiconductors, and 
housing; within these sectors a CBDC-based monetary policy would allow central banks to make targeted interest rate 
declines to increase investment in order to alleviate price pressures; all while protecting the greater economy from the 
blunt-force trauma of aggregate interest rate increases.
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energy capacity spending in 202212, which shows that this phenomenon may already be occurring.

A CBDC-based monetary system would meet the root causes of inflation in energy at its source; allowing central banks 
to dedicate specific policies toward the energy sector in order to increase investment, foster competition, and
decrease price pressures. Specific low interest rates could be given to the sector, in comparison to the greater

As green energy matures, and is more able to supplant fossil fuels, interest rates for loans dedicated to fossil fuels can 
increase in order to make them less attractive to investors, while green energy-based loans are allowed to remain the 
same. These funds would be fully traced and verified, could be loaned via the existing financial system in order to 
ensure no disintermediation would occur, and provide real-time information to the issuing central bank in order to
measure progress in much better ways than the current system, which primarily depends on lagging indicators that are

economy, in order to increase investment and be changed as needs adapt.

typically weeks or months behind.



Semiconductors

Semiconductor shortages have created price increases on products ranging from cars, home appliances, servers, toys, 
and computers13. The primary cause being shutdowns in Asian foundries and complications from the COVID-19
pandemic14 that is now being exacerbated by geopolitical tensions, extreme weather, and structural supply chain
weaknesses that have caused shortages of leading-edge, lagging-edge, and bleeding-edge wafers15. Demand is not
expected to recede, even with a manufactured recession, given that demand for semiconductors will only increase by 
near double-digits every year from the substantial investments into wireless connectivity, electric vehicles, and data

This issue also has immense national security implications for the United States: U.S. manufacturing of semiconductor 
chips is only 11% of global capacity, even though it accounts for nearly 50% of demand17. In comparison, China is
expected to account for nearly 25% of all chip manufacturing by 203018. The chief reason for this gap is attributed to 
financing costs: according to the Semiconductor Manufacturing Association, “a new fab in the U.S. costs approximately 
30% more to build and operate over 10 years than one in Taiwan, South Korea, or Singapore, and 37-50% more than one 
in China. As much as 40-70% of that cost differential is directly attributed to government incentives19.”

Even with the CHIPS Act passed, helping to alleviate some of this gap in comparison to other countries (who have also 
passed their own version of the CHIPS Act), this gap in financial costs will get worse as interest rates rise, diminishing 
the possible impact of the CHIPS Act given that, as stated in the bill, “A loan provided under this subsection shall have an 
interest rate that does not exceed a level that the Secretary determines appropriate, taking into account as of the date on 
which the loan is made, the cost of funds to the Department of the Treasury for obligations of comparable maturity.20” As 
interest rates increase, more capital will need to go towards paying these interest rate costs, and less dedicated
towards actual brick-and-mortar investment to meet the critical national security needs the bill wishes to alleviate.

Within a CBDC-based monetary system, increases and decreases in interest rates could be targeted. The interest rate for 
Treasury — within the CHIPS Act — could be different, and lower, given that a CBDC can allow for different interest rates 
on different balances or on different types of accounts. In this case, a special interest rate could be supplanted for the 
semiconductor industry in order to increase investment, enhance national security, and increase the supply of one of the 

Inflation and price increases in the housing market have reached historical levels since the pandemic began. Prices for 
homes increased by nearly 20% — in both 2020 and 2021 — with most price increases coming from lack of supply rather 
than demand. These price increases were primarily caused by a decade’s worth of undersupply22, the biggest generation 
in American history entering their prime home purchasing years,23 and an increased demand for space from remote
workers24. Housing supply has been an issue since prior to the pandemic. In 2019, there was a shortage of 3.8 million 
homes25, by late 2021 that shortage had ballooned to more than 5 million homes26. The consensus across all policy 
makers is that, in order to decrease the price of homes and shelter, more housing supply needs to be built27. However, 
due to recent increases in interest rates by the Federal Reserve, 87% of builders have begun to slow down new
construction as price pressures begin to push out qualified buyers, further exacerbating the current housing shortage28.

Housing
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storage. The industry is on pace to reach a trillion dollars by 203016.

most pivotal components, and primary contributors to inflation21, for the years to come.



What’s more, interest rate increases have made the monthly mortgage to purchase a house higher than ever before
creating even more affordability woes for would-be buyers. Since the start of 2022, when interest rate increases by the 
Federal Reserve began, the average mortgage payment increased from about $1,400 USD to $1,839 USD, an incredible 
31% increase in only seven months. To compare, it took seven years for the average mortgage payment to increase by 
40% from $1,000 USD to $1,400 between January 2015 and January 202229. In some cities in the United States, like
Austin30, and Miami31, mortgage rates have increased by nearly 50% since the beginning of 2022 as home prices 

These interest rates are making shelter more expensive for everyone as prospective homebuyers are being pushed into 
the rental market. This, in turn, has caused double-digit increases in the price of rent for consumers across the United 
States.32 As interest rates go higher, rent is also expected to increase into 202333 since the root causes of shelter 
increases are not only not being addressed but being aggravated by the Federal Reserve34. Major banks have
already begun sounding the alarm on Federal Reserve tightening making matters worse for shelter-based inflation in 

Once again, this does not have to be the case. As previously stated, within a CBDC-based monetary system, increases 
and decreases in interest rates could be targeted. The interest rate for home builders and the housing market could be 
made to be lower than the greater economy in a CBDC-based monetary system in order to incentivize the
building of homes and to reduce the pressures that currently exacerbate prices. We should give central banks the tools 
needed to combat modern problems, not force them to create more unnecessary pain for consumers in need of relief.

As currently deployed, interest rates are a tool that does not serve to alleviate the root causes of inflation. Due to this 
constrained toolbox, central banks cannot advance in the way they manage economies. Central banks are largely 
forced to make their decisions on lagging indicators like employment surveys, CPI data published a month behind, or 
studies that sometimes take years to finish. Once central banks read these tea leaves, they then deploy increases in
interest rates to the greater economy in order to fight inflation if they deem the economy is overheating or decreases 
in interest rates to incentivize aggregate investment. This method does not have the accuracy, precision, or timeliness 
to address the many divergent needs of modern economies. The continued reliance on general deployment of interest 
rates to fight inflation or to incentivize production not only risks recessions, but also exacerbates the very causes of 
said inflation since it destroys the possibility of badly needed investments to increase supply in critical sectors. Most 
times, central banks are too late to fight inflation or stimulate demand as a result of these antiquated methods.

We now live in a world where the general deployment of interest rates and the reliance on old information to make
decisions is no longer the only option available to central banks, thanks to the invention of CBDCs. Central banks can 
now possess a much more precise set of instruments that would allow them to help address specific issues, within 
specific sectors, in specific geographies, all with real-time macroeconomic and microeconomic data. A CBDC can 
allow for different interest rates, on different balances, or on different types of accounts, increasing investment where 
it is needed, and cooling demand when necessary; all without destroying aggregate growth and employment. It will 
also give central banks real-time information to inform their decisions, and not rely on months- or year-old data to 
manage economies. We should give central banks the tools needed to modernize and augment their abilities, not force

Conclusion

remain high and mortgage rates have essentially doubled.

late September 202235.
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them to create more unnecessary pain for consumers in need of relief.
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Bitt is a global financial technology company that provides digital currency solutions to central banks, financial institutions, 
and ecosystem participants worldwide. Bitt’s Digital Currency Management System (DCMS) is the secure infrastructure 
that monetary authorities need to deploy CBDCs, and for financial institutions to integrate digital currencies into their 
financial service offerings. Bitt’s DCMS has been deployed in 12 countries across Africa, Central America, Europe, and the 
Caribbean. Bitt is a portfolio company of Medici Ventures, L.P., a blockchain-focused fund. The general partner of that 

Enabling The Digitization
of National CurrenciesAbout Bitt

Bitt’s Digital Currency
Management System
(DCMS)

fund is an entity affiliated with Pelion Venture Partners. 

Monetary Authority Suite

Issue, distribute, redeem and destroy digital currency 

Maintain controls and security in minting function 

Store data on a secure cloud server 

Monitor and analyze currency transactions  

Central
Bank 

Retail Consumer Suite 

Customer-centric design for good user-experiences 

Expandable architecture to facilitate innovation 

Advanced privacy and security features

Consumer

eGovernment Suite

Efficiently process digital payments sent to and
received from citizens and businesses 

Analyze transactions and reconcile accounts

&

Government

Request currency or issue stablecoins 

Manage digital currency across branches 

KYC, identity and AML compliance capability 

Financial
Institution

Financial Institution  Suite

Businesses and Merchant Suite

Low cost solution to manage payments 

POS, remote pay, and online payments capability 

Analyze transactions and reconcile accounts
Merchant

To enable a swift and efficient deployment, Bitt’s DCMS is 

Numa (Bitt’s digital monetary instrument engine) is the core
technology behind the Bitt DCMS applications which integrates

Bitt's DCMS allows online and degraded connection  transactions to 
be processed traditionally, via SMS/USSD and via a smart card. 
Offline transactions can be processed via SMS/USSD or a
smart card.  

Bitt’s DCMS can integrate with any underlying traditional or DLT network.

In addition, Bitt’s DCMS enables effective integration with existing
financial system infrastructure, typically via core banking systems. The 
DCMS enables financial institutions to harness the power of CBDCs

Bitt’s DCMS may be configured to be account- or token-based.

Account-based (digital systems)
Smartphone apps
Feature phone (USSD/SMS) apps

Token-based (digital systems)
Zero-knowledge cryptography implementation

Token-based (non-digital systems)
Smart card

Account or Token Based Capabilities.  business logic into the system architecture.

Bitt's DCMS Infrastructure is Fully Customizable  Integrations with Existing Market Infrastructure Online or Offline Payments

Secure and Reliable Workstreams 

through a suite of applications, APIs, and SDKs.

configured and deployed based on client requirements.
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